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  x       CONTEXT ADDRESS DEFINITION   Street and number, repeating 

  x       CONTEXT CITY_PROPERTY DEFINITION   City block and property number, repeating 

          CONTEXT HOLDING_TYPE Croft     

      x   CONTEXT HOLDING_TYPE DEFINITION   Type of land unit 

          CONTEXT HOLDING_TYPE Farm     

          CONTEXT HOLDING_TYPE House     

          CONTEXT HOLDING_TYPE Lot     

          CONTEXT HOLDING_TYPE Manor     

          CONTEXT HOLDING_TYPE Margin land     

          CONTEXT HOLDING_TYPE Mill     

          CONTEXT HOLDING_TYPE Tenant     

          CONTEXT LAND_TYPE Church     

          CONTEXT LAND_TYPE Church land     

          CONTEXT LAND_TYPE Crown     

      x   CONTEXT LAND_TYPE DEFINITION   Property rights of land and/or dwelling 

          CONTEXT LAND_TYPE Demesne     

          CONTEXT LAND_TYPE Freehold     

          CONTEXT LAND_TYPE Noble     

          CONTEXT LAND_TYPE Noble freehold     

x x x x x CONTEXT LEVEL Country     

x x x x x CONTEXT LEVEL County     

          CONTEXT LEVEL DEFINITION   Definiton of the hierarchical level of the context 

x     x x CONTEXT LEVEL Family   

"A family consists of all related persons within one household and defined by Hammel/Laslett household classification scheme. Conjugal family 
units (CFU) are formed in one of three ways: by a married couple without offspring, by a married couple with never-married offspring and/or 
never- married adopted/foster children, or by a lone parent with at least one never-married child. If there are more than two generations in a 
household, the CFU is formed from the youngest generation upwards.For further details on the construction of the CFU see E. A. Hammel and P. 
Laslett. (1974). ""Comparing household structure over time and between cultures."" Comparative studies in Society and History 16(1): 73-109." 

  x   x x CONTEXT LEVEL Household   A household consists of all persons that live together at the same place during the same time. 

  x       CONTEXT LEVEL Ledger   Record-keeping area, for a specific time, comparising one or more city properties/houses, normally part of a city block 

x         CONTEXT LEVEL Locality     

x x x x x CONTEXT LEVEL Parish     

      x   CONTEXT LEVEL Polltax     

x x x x x CONTEXT NAME DEFINITION   Name of the level 

        x CONTEXT RESIDENCE_NAME DEFINITION   Residence name 

      x   CONTEXT SIZE_FRACTION1 DEFINITION   Taxed size of land unit (Swedish: mantal) 

        x CONTEXT URBAN DEFINITION   Household is classified as rural or urban 

          CONTEXT URBAN Rural   The household is classified as urban 

          CONTEXT URBAN Urban   The household is classified as rural 

  x       CONTEXT WARD DEFINITION   Administrative district number, 1-36, sometimes repeating 
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          CONTEXT_CONTEXT RELATION County and Country     

          CONTEXT_CONTEXT RELATION DEFINITION   The relationship from the first context to the second. The relationship is not necessarily hierarchical. 

      x x CONTEXT_CONTEXT RELATION Family and Household   
This is the relation between the family context and the household context. The family is a constructed entity using census data and the household 
is an entity in the original census. 

x         CONTEXT_CONTEXT RELATION Family and Locality     

      x   CONTEXT_CONTEXT RELATION Family and Parish     

      x   CONTEXT_CONTEXT RELATION Family and Polltax     

  x       CONTEXT_CONTEXT RELATION Household and Ledger   Connection from household to ledger (residence) 

      x x CONTEXT_CONTEXT RELATION Household and Parish   
This is the relation between the family context and the parish context. The household is an entity in the census and the parish is a administrative 
entity also recorded in the census. 

  x       CONTEXT_CONTEXT RELATION Ledger and Parish   Connection from ledger (residence) to parish 

x         CONTEXT_CONTEXT RELATION Locality and Parish     

x x x x x CONTEXT_CONTEXT RELATION Parish and County     

      x   INDIV_CONTEXT RELATION Boarder   Boarder in the household 

x     x x INDIV_CONTEXT RELATION Child   Child in the family. Corresponds to child of any biological/non biological relation in INDIV_INDIV. 

          INDIV_CONTEXT RELATION DEFINITION   The type of the relationship between individual and context. 

  x   x x INDIV_CONTEXT RELATION Family/relative   Family/relative (to householder) in the household 

  x   x x INDIV_CONTEXT RELATION Householder   Householder in the household 

        x INDIV_CONTEXT RELATION Institutional inmate   Person living in institution or prison 

  x       INDIV_CONTEXT RELATION Lodger   Lodger in the household 

x     x x INDIV_CONTEXT RELATION Man   
Man in the family. Corresponds to husband or father of any biological/non biological relation in INDIV_INDIV or a man without relation to 
wife/child. 

        x INDIV_CONTEXT RELATION Man/Woman   An adult person in the context but without specefied gender. 

        x INDIV_CONTEXT RELATION Other non relative   A person who is not a relative and also do not fit in to categories like, for instance, servant. 

  x   x x INDIV_CONTEXT RELATION Relative of servant   Relative of servant. 

    x     INDIV_CONTEXT RELATION Resident   A person living in the area. 

  x   x x INDIV_CONTEXT RELATION Servant   Servant in the household 

          INDIV_CONTEXT RELATION Sibling   Sibling (to householder) in household 

  x   x   INDIV_CONTEXT RELATION Unknown   Unknown 

x     x x INDIV_CONTEXT RELATION Woman   
Woman in the family. Corresponds to wife or mother of any biological/non biological relation in INDIV_INDIV or a woman without relation to 
husband/child. 

x       x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Adoptive child     

x       x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Adoptive father     

x       x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Adoptive mother     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Aunt     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Aunt-in-law   Aunt-in-law 

x x   x x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Child     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Child-in-law     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Cousin     

          INDIV_INDIV RELATION Cousin-in-law     
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          INDIV_INDIV RELATION DEFINITION   The relationship from the first individual to the second. 

x x   x x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Father     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Father-in-law     

x x   x x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Foster child     

x x   x x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Foster father     

x x   x x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Foster mother     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Foster parent     

          INDIV_INDIV RELATION Governess     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Grand aunt   Grand aunt 

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Grand nephew   Grand nephew 

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Grand niece   Grand niece 

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Grand uncle   Grand uncle 

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Grandchild     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Grandchild-in-law   Grandchild-in-law 

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Grandfather     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Grandfather-in-law     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Grandmother     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Grandmother-in-law     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Grandparent     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Great grandchild     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Great grandfather   Great grandfather 

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Great grandmother   Great grandmother 

          INDIV_INDIV RELATION Half-sibling     

          INDIV_INDIV RELATION Householder     

x x   x x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Husband     

          INDIV_INDIV RELATION Lady-in-waiting     

          INDIV_INDIV RELATION Legitimized child   Child recognized (usually by way of a marriage) 

          INDIV_INDIV RELATION Maid     

          INDIV_INDIV RELATION Master     

x x   x x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Mother     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Mother-in-law     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Nephew     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Nephew-in-law     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Niece     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Niece-in-law     

          INDIV_INDIV RELATION Non-relative     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Other relative   Other relative 

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Parent   Parent 
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        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Parent-in-law     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Relative     

          INDIV_INDIV RELATION Servant     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Sibling   Although, relations on siblings can be deducted from Father/mother and child relationships, information on these relations is not always available 

          INDIV_INDIV RELATION Sibling or half-sibling   
In some contexts only one relationship with a father or a mother is avaible (in case of population registers the relationship with the father as 
householder is clear but it is not clear if the wife of the householder is also the mother). 

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Sibling-in-law     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Spouse     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Step/adoptive aunt   Step/adoptive aunt 

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Step/adoptive nephew   Step/adopted nephew 

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Step/adoptive niece   Step/adopted niece 

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Step/adoptive uncle   Step/adoptive uncle 

x     x x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Stepchild     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Stepchild-in-law     

x     x x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Stepfather     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Stepfather-in-law   Stepfather-in-law as defined in NAPP 

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Stepgrandchild   Stepgrandchild 

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Stepgrandfather   Stepgrandfather 

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Stepgrandmother   Stepgrandmother 

x     x x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Stepmother     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Stepmother-in-law   Stepmother-in-law as defined in NAPP 

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Stepparent     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Step-sibling     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Step-sibling-in-law   Step-sibling-in-law 

          INDIV_INDIV RELATION Stillbirth     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Uncle     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Uncle-in-law   Uncle-in-law 

          INDIV_INDIV RELATION Unknown     

        x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Unmarried partner   Unmarried partner 

          INDIV_INDIV RELATION Visitor     

x x   x x INDIV_INDIV RELATION Wife     

x x   x   INDIVIDUAL ARRIVAL_FROM DEFINITION   Location or country from where a person enters the observation. 

x         INDIVIDUAL BAPTISM_DATE DEFINITION   Date of the event of baptism or period in which a baptism took place. 

x         INDIVIDUAL BAPTISM_LOCATION DEFINITION   Location of the event of baptism. 

x x x x x INDIVIDUAL BIRTH_DATE DEFINITION   Date of birth 

x x x x x INDIVIDUAL BIRTH_LOCATION DEFINITION   The lowest level of birth location is parish. Other geographical levels of birth location are definied elsewhere. 

      x   INDIVIDUAL BIRTH_OCCUPATION_HISCO_PART_1 DEFINITION   Father's occupation at birth of individual (HISCO-code, part 1) 

      x   INDIVIDUAL BIRTH_OCCUPATION_HISCO_PART_2 DEFINITION   Father's occupation at birth of individual (HISCO-code, part 2) 

      x   INDIVIDUAL BIRTH_OCCUPATION_HISCO_PART_3 DEFINITION   Father's occupation at birth of individual (HISCO-code, part 3) 
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      x   INDIVIDUAL BIRTH_OCCUPATION_HISCO_RELATION_PART_1 DEFINITION   Father's occupation at birth of individual (HISCO-relation, part 1) 

      x   INDIVIDUAL BIRTH_OCCUPATION_HISCO_RELATION_PART_2 DEFINITION   Father's occupation at birth of individual (HISCO-relation, part 2) 

      x   INDIVIDUAL BIRTH_OCCUPATION_HISCO_RELATION_PART_3 DEFINITION   Father's occupation at birth of individual (HISCO-relation, part 3) 

      x   INDIVIDUAL BIRTH_OCCUPATION_HISCO_STATUS_PART_1 DEFINITION   Father's occupation at birth of individual (HISCO-status, part 1) 

      x   INDIVIDUAL BIRTH_OCCUPATION_HISCO_STATUS_PART_2 DEFINITION   Father's occupation at birth of individual (HISCO-status, part 2) 

      x   INDIVIDUAL BIRTH_OCCUPATION_HISCO_STATUS_PART_3 DEFINITION   Father's occupation at birth of individual (HISCO-status, part 3) 

      x   INDIVIDUAL BIRTH_OCCUPATION_STANDARD_PART_1 DEFINITION   Father's occupation at birth of individual (standardized text, part 1) 

      x   INDIVIDUAL BIRTH_OCCUPATION_STANDARD_PART_2 DEFINITION     

      x   INDIVIDUAL BIRTH_OCCUPATION_STANDARD_PART_3 DEFINITION     

    x   x INDIVIDUAL BIRTH_RESIDENCE DEFINITION   Birth parish and residence as transcribed, concatenated. 

x         INDIVIDUAL CHILDBIRTH_ASSISTANT DEFINITION   Indicates whether the child was delivered by a trained midwife. 

x         INDIVIDUAL CHILDBIRTH_ASSISTANT 
Delivery with trained 
midwife   The child was delivered with help from a trained midwife. 

x         INDIVIDUAL CHILDBIRTH_ASSISTANT 
Delivery with 
untrained midwife   The child was delivered with help from a trained midwife. 

x         INDIVIDUAL CHILDBIRTH_ASSISTANT Midwife and assistant   A midwife helped, assistant was present but no record of training 

x         INDIVIDUAL CHILDBIRTH_ASSISTANT 
Midwife delivery with 
instruments   The child was delivered with help from a trained midwife and instruments were used. 

x         INDIVIDUAL CHILDBIRTH_ASSISTANT Unknown midwife   A midwife helped but no record of her name or training. 

x x x   x INDIVIDUAL CIVIL_STATUS DEFINITION   Civil status 

x x     x INDIVIDUAL CIVIL_STATUS Divorced     

x         INDIVIDUAL CIVIL_STATUS Divorced or widowed   Sometimes it is not clear if the lacking of a spouse is caused by a divorce or widowing 

x         INDIVIDUAL CIVIL_STATUS Engaged     

x x x   x INDIVIDUAL CIVIL_STATUS Married     

          INDIVIDUAL CIVIL_STATUS 
Married but 
abandoned     

          INDIVIDUAL CIVIL_STATUS 
Separated from bed 
and board     

x x x   x INDIVIDUAL CIVIL_STATUS Unknown     

x x x   x INDIVIDUAL CIVIL_STATUS Unmarried     

x x x   x INDIVIDUAL CIVIL_STATUS Widowed     

x x   x   INDIVIDUAL DEATH_CAUSE_ICD10H_PART_1 DEFINITION   If there is more than one death cause they are divided into part 1, part 2. 

x x   x   INDIVIDUAL DEATH_CAUSE_ICD10H_PART_2 DEFINITION   If there is more than one death cause they are divided into part 1, part 2. 

x x   x   INDIVIDUAL DEATH_CAUSE_ICD10H_PART_3 DEFINITION   If there is more than one death cause they are divided into part 1, part 2,... 

x x   x   INDIVIDUAL DEATH_CAUSE_ICD10H_PART_4 DEFINITION   If there is more than one death cause they are divided into part 1, part 2,... 

x x       INDIVIDUAL DEATH_CAUSE_ICD10H_PART_5 DEFINITION   If there is more than one death cause they are divided into part 1, part 2,... 

  x       INDIVIDUAL DEATH_CAUSE_ICD10H_PART_6 DEFINITION   If there is more than one death cause they are divided into part 1, part 2,... 

  x       INDIVIDUAL DEATH_CAUSE_ICD10H_PART_7 DEFINITION   If there is more than one death cause they are divided into part 1, part 2,... 

x x x x   INDIVIDUAL DEATH_DATE DEFINITION   Date of death 

x x x x   INDIVIDUAL DEATH_LOCATION DEFINITION   Location of the event of death. 

    x     INDIVIDUAL DEATH_RESIDENCE DEFINITION   Residence of the event of death. 
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x x   x   INDIVIDUAL DEPARTURE_TO DEFINITION   Location or country to where a person leaves the observation. 

        x INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_AS_TRANSCRIBED DEFINITION   Disability or disabilites as transcribed, the basis for the disability codes. 

        x INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_1 Blind   the first disability code indicates blind, some people may have more than one disability 

        x INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_1 Deaf   the first disability code indicates deaf, some people may have more than one disability 

        x INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_1 Deaf-mute (or mute)   the first disability code indicates deaf-mute (or mute), some people may have more than one disability 

        x INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_1 DEFINITION   Coded information of the main disability. 

        x INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_1 Epilepsy   the first disability code indicates epilepsy, some people may have more than one disability 

          INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_1 Mental disease   the first disability code indicates mental disease, insanity, some people may have more than one disability 

        x INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_1 
Mental retardation, 
idiocy   the first disability code indicates mental retardation, idiocy, some people may have more than one disability 

        x INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_1 Other disability   the first disability code indicates other disability, some people may have more than one disability 

        x INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_2 Blind   the second disability code indicates blind, some people may have more than one disability 

        x INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_2 Deaf   the second disability code indicates deaf, some people may have more than one disability 

        x INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_2 Deaf-mute (or mute)   the second disability code indicates deaf-mute (or mute), some people may have more than one disability 

        x INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_2 DEFINITION   Coded information of the first extra disability. 

          INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_2 Epilepsy   the second disability code indicates epilepsy, some people may have more than one disability 

        x INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_2 
Mental disease, 
insanity   the second disability code indicates mental disease, insanity, some people may have more than one disability 

        x INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_2 
Mental retardation, 
idiocy   the second disability code indicates mental retardation, idiocy, some people may have more than one disability 

        x INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_2 Other disability   the second disability code indicates other disability, some people may have more than one disability 

        x INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_3 Blind   the third disability code indicates blind, some people may have more than one disability 

        x INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_3 Deaf   the third disability code indicates deaf, some people may have more than one disability 

        x INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_3 Deaf-mute (or mute)   the third disability code indicates deaf-mute (or mute), some people may have more than one disability 

        x INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_3 DEFINITION   Coded information of the second extra disability. 

          INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_3 Epilepsy   the third disability code indicates epilepsy, some people may have more than one disability 

          INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_3 Mental disease   the third disability code indicates mental disease, insanity, some people may have more than one disability 

        x INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_3 
Mental retardation, 
idiocy   the third disability code indicates mental retardation, idiocy, some people may have more than one disability 

        x INDIVIDUAL DISABILITY_CODE_3 Other disability   the third disability code indicates other disability, some people may have more than one disability 

x         INDIVIDUAL DIVORCE_DATE DEFINITION   Date of a divorce 

x x   x   INDIVIDUAL END_OBSERVATION Death   Observation ended because of death 

x x   x   INDIVIDUAL END_OBSERVATION DEFINITION   Reason and date of the end of an observation 

x x   x   INDIVIDUAL END_OBSERVATION Departure   Observation ended because of a departure out of a register 

x x   x   INDIVIDUAL END_OBSERVATION End source   
Observation ended because an individual is present at the closing of a register (without being present in other succeeding registers, included in the 
database) 

x x       INDIVIDUAL END_OBSERVATION Unknown   It is unknown how observation ended. 

x         INDIVIDUAL FUNERAL_DATE DEFINITION   Date of funeral 

x         INDIVIDUAL FUNERAL_LOCATION DEFINITION   Location of the funeral. 

        x INDIVIDUAL HAS_LEFT_THE_SWEDISH_CHURCH DEFINITION   Information if the person has a notation in the source about leaving the Swedish church 
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        x INDIVIDUAL HAS_LEFT_THE_SWEDISH_CHURCH 
Left the Swedish 
church   Has left the Swedish Church. 

x     x   INDIVIDUAL INCOME_AGRICULTURAL_PROPERTY DEFINITION   Income from agricultural property 

x     x   INDIVIDUAL INCOME_CAPITAL DEFINITION   Income from capital 

x     x   INDIVIDUAL INCOME_IMMOVABLE_PROPERTY DEFINITION   Income from immovable property  (Calculated) 

x     x   INDIVIDUAL INCOME_LABOUR DEFINITION   Income from employment (Calculated) 

x     x   INDIVIDUAL INCOME_OTHER_PROPERTY DEFINITION   Income from other property 

x     x   INDIVIDUAL INCOME_SELF_EMPLOYMENT DEFINITION   Income from permanent self-employment 

x     x   INDIVIDUAL INCOME_TAXED DEFINITION   Taxed income 

x     x   INDIVIDUAL INCOME_TOTAL DEFINITION   Total Income (Calculated) 

x         INDIVIDUAL LEGITIMACY Child of betrothal   Born outside of marriage, within betrothal 

x         INDIVIDUAL LEGITIMACY DEFINITION   Legitimacy 

x         INDIVIDUAL LEGITIMACY Illegitimate   Born outside of marriage 

x         INDIVIDUAL LEGITIMACY Legitimate   Born within marriage 

          INDIVIDUAL LEGITIMACY Legitimation   Legitimized by marriage of father and mother 

          INDIVIDUAL LEGITIMACY Recognized   Recognized by father at birth 

x     x   INDIVIDUAL MARRIAGE_DATE DEFINITION   Date of a marriage 

x         INDIVIDUAL MARRIAGE_LOCATION DEFINITION   Location of the event of marriage, it is not necessary to define a sequence because this is already defined by having equal values in the timestamp. 

x         INDIVIDUAL MARRIAGE_SEQUENCE DEFINITION   Sequence of the marriage as defined by the time stamp and other identifiers. 

          INDIVIDUAL MARRIAGE_SEQUENCE N   N= marriage sequence in number (1, 2, 3 etc) 

x         INDIVIDUAL MULTIPLE_BIRTH DEFINITION   Multiple birth. 

          INDIVIDUAL MULTIPLE_BIRTH N   N= number of births. For example 1=singleton, 2=twins, 3=triplets, etc. 

        x INDIVIDUAL NOT_BAPTISED DEFINITION   Information on baptism 

        x INDIVIDUAL NOT_BAPTISED Not baptised   The person has the notation: Not baptised in the Swedish church. 

x x x x x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_PART_1 DEFINITION   HISCO_code of standardized occupational title (all appearances, including repeating titles with the same value) 

x x x x x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_PART_2 DEFINITION   HISCO_code of standardized occupational title (second title with the same timestamp) 

x x x x x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_PART_3 DEFINITION   HISCO_code of standardized occupational title (third title with the same timestamp) 

x x x   x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_PART_4 DEFINITION   HISCO_code of standardized occupational title (fourth title with the same timestamp) 

x x x   x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_PART_5 DEFINITION   HISCO_code of standardized occupational title (fifth title with the same timestamp) 

x x       INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_PART_6 DEFINITION   HISCO_code of standardized occupational title (sixth title with the same timestamp) 

x x x   x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_PRODUCT_PART_1 DEFINITION   HISCO_code for product 

x x x   x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_PRODUCT_PART_2 DEFINITION   HISCO_code for product(second title with the same timestamp) 

x x x   x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_PRODUCT_PART_3 DEFINITION   HISCO_code for product(third title with the same timestamp) 

x x x   x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_PRODUCT_PART_4 DEFINITION   HISCO_code for product(fourth title with the same timestamp) 

x x x   x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_PRODUCT_PART_5 DEFINITION   HISCO_code for product(fifth title with the same timestamp) 

x x       INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_PRODUCT_PART_6 DEFINITION   HISCO_code for product(sixth title with the same timestamp) 

x x x x x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_RELATION_PART_1 DEFINITION   
HISCO_code for relationship with others, occupations or former occupations present in (standardized) occupational title like daughter (of farmer), 
retired (merchant). 

x x x x x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_RELATION_PART_2 DEFINITION   
HISCO_code for relationship with other, occupations or former occupations present in (standardized) occupational title like daughter (of farmer), 
retired (merchant) (second title with the same timestamp). 
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x x x x x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_RELATION_PART_3 DEFINITION   
HISCO_code for relationship with others, occupations or former occupations present in (standardized) occupational title like daughter (of farmer), 
retired (merchant) (third title with the same timestamp). 

x x x   x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_RELATION_PART_4 DEFINITION   
HISCO_code for relationship with others, occupations or former occupations present in (standardized) occupational title like daughter (of farmer), 
retired (merchant) (fourth title with the same timestamp). 

x x x   x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_RELATION_PART_5 DEFINITION   
HISCO_code for relationship with others, occupations or former occupations present in (standardized) occupational title like daughter (of farmer), 
retired (merchant) (fifth title with the same timestamp). 

x x       INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_RELATION_PART_6 DEFINITION   
HISCO_code for relationship with others, occupations or former occupations present in (standardized) occupational title like daughter (of farmer), 
retired (merchant) (sixth title with the same timestamp). 

x x x x x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_STATUS_PART_1 DEFINITION   HISCO_code for status present in (standardized) occupational title like master, owner, journeyman, student, baron. 

x x x x x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_STATUS_PART_2 DEFINITION   
HISCO_code for status present in (standardized) occupational title like master, owner, journeyman, student, baron (second title with the same 
timestamp). 

x x x x x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_STATUS_PART_3 DEFINITION   
HISCO_code for status present in (standardized) occupational title like master, owner, journeyman, student, baron (third title with the same 
timestamp). 

x x x   x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_STATUS_PART_4 DEFINITION   
HISCO_code for status present in (standardized) occupational title like master, owner, journeyman, student, baron (fourth title with the same 
timestamp). 

x x x   x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_STATUS_PART_5 DEFINITION   
HISCO_code for status present in (standardized) occupational title like master, owner, journeyman, student, baron (fifth title with the same 
timestamp). 

x x       INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_HISCO_STATUS_PART_6 DEFINITION   
HISCO_code for status present in (standardized) occupational title like master, owner, journeyman, student, baron (sixth title with the same 
timestamp). 

          INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_PART_1 DEFINITION   Occupational title (all appearances, including repeating titles with the same value) 

          INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_PART_2 DEFINITION   Occupational title (all appearances, including repeating titles with the same value) (second title with the same timestamp). 

          INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_PART_3 DEFINITION   Occupational title (all appearances, including repeating titles with the same value) (third title with the same timestamp). 

          INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_PART_4 DEFINITION   Occupational title (all appearances, including repeating titles with the same value) (fourth title with the same timestamp). 

          INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_PART_5 DEFINITION   Occupational title (all appearances, including repeating titles with the same value) (fifth title with the same timestamp). 

          INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_PART_6 DEFINITION   Occupational title (all appearances, including repeating titles with the same value) (sixth title with the same timestamp). 

x x x x x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_STANDARD_PART_1 DEFINITION   Standardized occupational title (all appearances, including repeating titles with the same value) 

x x x x x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_STANDARD_PART_2 DEFINITION   Standardized occupational title (all appearances, including repeating titles with the same value) (second title with the same timestamp). 

x x x x x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_STANDARD_PART_3 DEFINITION   Standardized occupational title (all appearances, including repeating titles with the same value) (third title with the same timestamp). 

x x x   x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_STANDARD_PART_4 DEFINITION   Standardized occupational title (all appearances, including repeating titles with the same value) (fourth title with the same timestamp). 

x x x   x INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_STANDARD_PART_5 DEFINITION   Standardized occupational title (all appearances, including repeating titles with the same value) (fifth title with the same timestamp). 

x x       INDIVIDUAL OCCUPATION_STANDARD_PART_6 DEFINITION   Standardized occupational title (all appearances, including repeating titles with the same value) (sixth title with the same timestamp). 

        x INDIVIDUAL PERSON_IN_LABOUR_FORCE DEFINITION   Person in labour force 

        x INDIVIDUAL PERSON_IS_ABSENT DEFINITION   Constructed variable, if there is any notation in the census of the person being absent then this is set to one, otherwise it is set to zero. 

        x INDIVIDUAL REASON_FOR_BEING_ABSENT DEFINITION   Notations made in the census regarding the person being absent. 

          INDIVIDUAL RECORDED_ETHNICITY DEFINITION     

          INDIVIDUAL RECORDED_ETHNICITY Finnish     

          INDIVIDUAL RECORDED_ETHNICITY Roma     

          INDIVIDUAL RECORDED_ETHNICITY Sami     

          INDIVIDUAL RELIGION_STANDARD Anglican Church   Anglican Churh 

          INDIVIDUAL RELIGION_STANDARD Baptist   Baptist 

          INDIVIDUAL RELIGION_STANDARD Calvinist   Calvinist 

          INDIVIDUAL RELIGION_STANDARD Catholic Apostolic   Catholic Apostolic 

          INDIVIDUAL RELIGION_STANDARD DEFINITION   Standardized religious title 
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          INDIVIDUAL RELIGION_STANDARD Episcopal   Episcopal 

          INDIVIDUAL RELIGION_STANDARD Evangelical Lutheran   Evangelical Lutheran 

          INDIVIDUAL RELIGION_STANDARD Free Thinker   Free Thinker 

          INDIVIDUAL RELIGION_STANDARD Judaism   Judaism 

          INDIVIDUAL RELIGION_STANDARD LATTER DAY SAINTS   LATTER DAY SAINTS 

          INDIVIDUAL RELIGION_STANDARD Lutheran   Lutheran 

          INDIVIDUAL RELIGION_STANDARD Methodism   Methodism 

          INDIVIDUAL RELIGION_STANDARD Other   Other 

          INDIVIDUAL RELIGION_STANDARD Presbyterian   Presbyterian 

          INDIVIDUAL RELIGION_STANDARD Reformed Church   Reformed Church 

          INDIVIDUAL RELIGION_STANDARD Reformed Episcopal   Reformed Episcopal 

          INDIVIDUAL RELIGION_STANDARD Roman Catholic   Roman Catholic 

          INDIVIDUAL RELIGION_STANDARD 
Seventh Day 
Adventists   Seventh Day Adventists 

          INDIVIDUAL RELIGION_STANDARD 

THE EASTERN 
ORTHODOX 
TRADITION   THE EASTERN ORTHODOX TRADITION 

          INDIVIDUAL RELIGION_STANDARD 
The New Church 
(Swedenborgianism)   The New Church (Swedenborgianism) 

          INDIVIDUAL RELIGION_STANDARD Universalist   Universalist 

          INDIVIDUAL RENT DEFINITION   Total rent (Calculated) for housing and business premises 

  x       INDIVIDUAL ROTEMAN_ID DEFINITION   Unique ID for each record, built from ledger no., page and row 

          INDIVIDUAL SAMPLE_PERSON DEFINITION   Person included in 1 % random sample of inhabitants in Gothenburg 

x x x x x INDIVIDUAL SEX DEFINITION   Sex of individual 

x x x x x INDIVIDUAL SEX Female     

          INDIVIDUAL SEX Hermaphrodite     

x x x x x INDIVIDUAL SEX Male     

x x x x x INDIVIDUAL SEX Unknown     

x x   x   INDIVIDUAL START_OBSERVATION Arrival   Observation started because of an arrival in a register (context) 

x x   x   INDIVIDUAL START_OBSERVATION Birth   Observation started because of birth 

x x   x   INDIVIDUAL START_OBSERVATION DEFINITION   Reason and date of the start of an observation 

x x   x   INDIVIDUAL START_OBSERVATION Start source   
Observation started because an individual is present from the start in a register (without being present in other foregoing registers, included in the 
database) 

x x       INDIVIDUAL START_OBSERVATION Unknown   It is unknown how observation started. 

x     x   INDIVIDUAL STILLBIRTH_DATE DEFINITION   Date of the event of a stillbirth, the value and further definition will be handled by the time stamp 

x         INDIVIDUAL STILLBIRTH_LOCATION DEFINITION   Location of the event of the stillbirth. It is preferable to use a reference key to the context table and to enter the lowest level of the context 

        x INDIVIDUAL TITLE_AS_TRANSCRIBED DEFINITION   Title as transcribed 

x         INDIVIDUAL VACCINATION 

Crossed out 
vaccination 
annotation   

The listing contains a crossed out V, which can be interpreted as the attempt at vaccination failed. Sometimes the crossed out V is followed by an 
O, which can stand for unvaccinated. An crossed out V can also mean that the vaccination note itself is incorrect. In both cases, the person should 
not be immune to smallpox. 

x         INDIVIDUAL VACCINATION DEFINITION   Vaccination (smallpox). 
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x         INDIVIDUAL VACCINATION 
Infected and 
revaccinated   

This shows that the person is first infected by natural smallpox and then vaccinated (and re-vaccinated). This is impossible and cannot reflect the 
situation correctly.If a person has had smallpox, the person cannot be successfully vaccinated. One interpretation may be that the notation 
indicates that vaccination has failed (due to previous natural infection). Another interpretation may be that the first notation about previous 
infection proved to be incorrect, after which vaccination (and revaccination) has taken place. 

x         INDIVIDUAL VACCINATION Inoculated   The person is inoculated, not vaccinated. 

x         INDIVIDUAL VACCINATION 

Inoculated or 
vaccinated or natural 
smallpox   

The person is either vaccinated, inoculated or has had natural smallpox. The reason why the different types are not separated is due to limitations 
in the system that previously have been used for registration the sources. 

x         INDIVIDUAL VACCINATION Natural smallpox   Means that the person has been infected with natural smallpox and is immune, therefore no vaccination or inoculation is needed. 

x         INDIVIDUAL VACCINATION 

Natural smallpox 
(crossed out) and 
vaccinated   

This code is similar to Natural smallpox and vaccinated, but the difference is that the annotation of natural smallpox has been crossed out. The 
reason may be that a person who previously had smallpox has been vaccinated. A more likely reason is that an earlier (and probably incorrect) 
notation of infection of natural smallpox has been changed to vaccinated, after vaccination has been made. 

x         INDIVIDUAL VACCINATION 
Natural smallpox and 
vaccinated   

The person has had natural smallpox and is at the same time vaccinated. This is not normally possible. For persons born in the 18th century, the 
listing indicates natural smallpox, while those born in the 19th century are more likely to be vaccinated. However, in both cases immunity to 
smallpox has been obtained, but for those vaccinated only temporarily (10-20 years). It may also be that the person has been vaccinated and, at 
least 20 years, later infected with natural smallpox. That is when the immunity has disappeared. 

x         INDIVIDUAL VACCINATION 

Natural smallpox and 
vaccinated (crossed 
out)   

The person has natural smallpox with the notation of vaccination crossed out. This may have meant that the person was vaccinated but later 
became infected. This may have been due to a long time between vaccination and infection (10-20 years), or alternatively that the vaccination did 
not work. It may also reflect that an attempt was made to vaccinate the person but failed, as the person had previously had natural smallpox. 

x         INDIVIDUAL VACCINATION 
Not vaccinated, no 
natural smallpox   The person is neither vaccinated nor has had natural smallpox. The person is not immune to smallpox. 

x         INDIVIDUAL VACCINATION 
Revaccinated and 
infected   

This code indicates that the person is both vaccinated and re-vaccinated, as well as infected by natural smallpox. This is very unusual. One 
interpretation may be that this means that the person is simply vaccinated against smallpox, so that no natural infection has ever occurred. In all 
cases, this means that the person is immune to smallpox. 

x         INDIVIDUAL VACCINATION 
Uninspected 
vaccination   

The vaccinators were obliged to visit the vaccinated persons after the vaccination took place. The code indicates that the person has not been 
checked after the vaccination, which is why we cannot say with certainty whether they are immune or not. 

x         INDIVIDUAL VACCINATION 

Uninterpretable 
vaccination 
annotation   The notation cannot be interpreted. 

x         INDIVIDUAL VACCINATION 

Unknown if 
vaccination has been 
performed   The notation indicate that it is not possible to say with certainty whether a vaccination has been made or not. 

x         INDIVIDUAL VACCINATION Vaccinated   The person is vaccinated. 

x         INDIVIDUAL VACCINATION 
Vaccinated and 
revaccinated   The person has undergone more than one vaccination, i.e. is revaccinated. The code indicates the strongest degree of immunity. 

x         INDIVIDUAL VACCINATION 
Vaccinated, not 
successful   This code indicates that the vaccination failed. People with this code were probably not immune to smallpox. 

          METADATA GIS_CONTEXT DEFINITION   Database outside the IDS-System with GIS_references, the key to this reference system is included in the IDS Variable ID_POLYGON 

          METADATA VERSION DDB 3.0, 2024-01-15 Version number and release date of DDB data 

          METADATA VERSION DEFINITION   Version number and release date (YYYY-MM-DD) of data and metadata table. 

          METADATA VERSION GOPP   Version number and release date of GOPP data 

          METADATA VERSION ROTEMANNEN 1.0, 2024-01-15 Version number and release date of ROTEMANNEN data 

          METADATA VERSION SDB 2.0, 2024-01-15 Version number and release date of SDB data 

          METADATA VERSION SEDD 3.0, 2024-01-15 Version number and release date of SEDD data 

          METADATA VERSION SWECENS 3.0, 2024-01-15 Version number and release date of SWECENS data 

          METADATA VERSION SWEDPOP_METADATA 3.0, 2024-01-15 Version number and release date of SWEDPOP_METADATA. 

x x   x   TIMESTAMP DATE_TYPE Assigned   Date or period assigned by the database administrator 
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x x   x   TIMESTAMP DATE_TYPE Declared   Date at which point in time a certain attribute is valid (like married or some occupational title) 

          TIMESTAMP DATE_TYPE DEFINITION   Type of date 

x x   x   TIMESTAMP DATE_TYPE Event   Date of an event, observed at the moment of the event itself (like the date of birth in a birth certificate) 

          TIMESTAMP DATE_TYPE Imputed   
Date or period imputed by the database administrator, for example if at a certain date a divorce date is known it is possible to impute a period for 
CIVIL_STATUS is divorced. 

x x x x x TIMESTAMP DATE_TYPE Reported   Date of an event, reported in a later source (like the date of birth in a population register) 

          TIMESTAMP ESTIMATION Age_based   Period estimated on age and date at which the age is valid (eg calculating a period of birth on the basis of age given at date of marriage or death) 

          TIMESTAMP ESTIMATION DEFINITION   Type of estimation of date 

x x   x x TIMESTAMP ESTIMATION Estimated   The date is estimated 

x x   x x TIMESTAMP ESTIMATION Exact   Exact date (day, month and year) 

          TIMESTAMP ESTIMATION Interpolation   
The period is a subperiod based on interpolation in equal parts within a broader period, the number of subperiods is equal to the number of 
different observations 

          TIMESTAMP ESTIMATION Month_year   Exact month and year  (no day-number), no estimation made of the day-number 

          TIMESTAMP ESTIMATION Year   Exact year  (no day- and month-number), no estimation made of the day- and month-number 

          TIMESTAMP MISSING Anonymized   A date is available in the database but for reasons of privacy not included in the IDS 

          TIMESTAMP MISSING DEFINITION   Reason why a date or a part of a date is missing (and had to be estimated) 

          TIMESTAMP MISSING Private   An (exact) date has never been entered into the database for reasons of privacy 

x   x x x TIMESTAMP MISSING Time_Invariant   No date. Used for sex, birth_location, legitimacy, multiple birth, baptism_location, death_location, burial_location. 

x x x x x TIMESTAMP MISSING Unavailable   A date is missing in the source 

          TIMESTAMP MISSING Unknown   An (exact) date is missing in the source for reasons unknown (or not documented) 

          TIMESTAMP MISSING Unreadable   A date is unreadable in the source 

 


